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Throughout history, the tax revenues are vitally related with the economic life. 
The fixed characteristic of the tax make it’s possible to plan the tax. Along with the 
development of social economy, the planning of the tax revenue become a major part 
of taxpayer financing or management. 
The source of our country’s value-added taxis wide, value-added tax burden has 
certain flexibility, current 《the People's Republic of China added value tax temporary 
regulation 》 and it the ordinance clearlystate the preferential policy on the tax rate, 
amount of tax ,tax-relief, paying tax before drawback and export tax rebate, which 
provide more space for tax planning. Commercial enterprise all involves added value 
tax in the aspects of establishing, purchase and sale, the research commercial 
enterprise added value tax revenue from tax plans and prepares to have certain theory 
meaning and realistic meaning. 
This article consists of five parts in structure: 
The first part is the introduction. Mainly introduced the background and meaning, 
cultural heritage overview and research method and way of thinking and textual 
innovation of the thesis. 
The second part is the summary of tax revenue planning. It mainly introduce the 
definition, characteristic, classification, and function of tax revenue; and the origins 
and development, definition, and characteristics and the meaning of tax revenue 
planning, further, distinguish tax revenue planning from tax evasion.  
The third part particularly elaborates value-added tax revenue planning. Based on 
the definition of tax planning, this part discusses the definition, type and tax payer of 
value-added tax. And demonstrate the feasibility of value-added tax revenue planning 
from the following aspects: difference of tax base, tax rate and preferential tax policy. 
Finally, this part explores the basic method of value-added tax revenue planning .  
The four part is the actual application of the value-added tax planning in 
commercial enterprise. Mainly analyses the major 11 value-add tax planning problems 
in commercial enterprise and provide the solution. 
The fifth part studies conclusion.Passing the textual research can know, work 
well the revenue from tax plan and prepare and not only need to master in a revenue 













process in, learn how to make use of a good revenue from tax policy, attain revenue 
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于世的公司 The  Bureau  of  National  Affairs，除了出书之外，还定期出版两
本知名度很高的国际税收专业杂志：《税收管理国际论坛》和《税收筹划国际评
论》，两本杂志中有相当多的篇幅讲的是税收筹划。著名的伍德赫得•费尔勒国际
出 版 公 司 1989 年 出 版 了 《 跨 国 公 司 的 税 收 筹 划 》
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